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M87	

Chandra	

HST	

VLA	

VLBA 43GHz (Hada+2011)	

•  One of the nearest (16Mpc) γ-ray 
detected AGNs up to GeV, TeV 

•  Well-studied jet at radio, optical, 
and X-ray 

•  Subpc/mpc-scale jet imaging 
with VLBI 
–  1mas = 0.08pc = 140Rs 

•  Ideal source to probe the origin 
of γ-ray emission by resolving 
detailed substructures   

Abdo+2009	

Abdo+2009	



Where is the γ-ray production site in M87? 
Two candidates 	

VHE	

HE(Fermi
-LAT)	

Optical	

Xray core	

Xray HST1	

Radio 
Core (43G) 

Radio  
HST1 

VLBA 1.7GHz (Cheung+2007)	

Radio 
Core(<22G) 

•  HST-1 (peculiar knot at >120pc 
from the nucleus)  

–  2005 radio/TeV event (Cheung+2007) 

•  Core (jet base near BH) 
–  2008 radio/TeV event (Acciari+2009) 

10-year multi-λ light curves (Abramowski+2012)	



A new TeV activity detected in Feb/Mar 2012 
(Beilicke & VERITAS Collaboration 2012)	

2011	 2012	

Monthly bins	
Nightly bins	

•  Not extreme, but clearly elevated TeV state (a factor of 2) 
•  To see the MWL behavior, and to examine the location of this event, 

we report our VLBI monitoring results of M87 around 2011/2012, 
together with contemporaneous LAT light curves	



M87 joint monitoring 2011/2012	

•  VERA @ 22GHz (~1mas) 
–  24 epochs in Sep/2011-Sep/2012 

•  VERA @ 43GHz (~0.5mas) 
–  6 epochs in Feb-May/2012 

•  EVN @ 5GHz (~2mas) 
–  9 epochs in Mar/2011-Oct/2012 
–  To image HST-1 region at a better 

sensitivity  
 

•  Fermi-LAT (0.1-100GeV) 
–  Feb/2011-Sep/2012 
–  Light curves were created with 

1&2month bins (M87 is a weak 
source for Fermi) 

EVN	

Fermi	

VERA (VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry)	



Milliarcsec-scale images	
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FIG. 1.— Montage of VLBI images of the M 87 jet during the elevated VHE γ-ray state in 2012 March. The main (global) image was obtained with EVN
at 5 GHz (on March 20). The bottom right inset indicates a close-up view toward the HST-1 region. The nomenclatures of the two main features (comp2 and
comp3) are based on Giroletti et al. (2012). The upper left two insets indicate VERA images for the core at 22 and 43 GHz (on March 21). For the EVN images,
a circular Gaussian beam of 4.5 mas is used for the global structure (bottom left in the image), while a 10.0 mas circular beam is applied for HST-1 (bottom
right in the HST-1 image). For the VERA images, the beam sizes are and 1.40× 0.82 mas in P.A. −36◦ and 0.68× 0.44 mas in P.A. −39◦ at 22 and 43 GHz,
respectively (bottom right in each VERA image). For each image, contours start from −1, 1, 2, 23/2, 4, 25/2... times 3σ image rms levels (where 1σ are set to be
1.1 mJy beam−1 (22-GHz image), 1.2 mJy beam−1 (43-GHz image), 0.48 mJy beam−1 (EVN inner jet image) and 0.08 mJy beam−1 (EVN HST-1 image)) and
increase by factors of 21/2.

structure in all of the analyzed EVN data, the characteristics383

of which are overall consistent with our previous study (Giro-384

letti et al. 2012). We confirmed that the main emission fea-385

tures of HST-1 are still moving constantly at a superluminal386

speed of ∼4c. While in Giroletti et al. (2012) we identi-387

fied three main features (termed as comp1, comp2 and comp3388

from the downstream side), in Figure 1 we can only see two389

main components. These features correspond to comp2 (the390

downstream, brighter one) and comp3 (the upstream, weaker391

one), respectively. The comp1, which was identified as the392

outermost feature in Giroletti et al. (2012), faded gradually393

and became below the noise limit at the beginning of 2012.394

While the emergence of new components from the upstream395

edge of HST-1 (around (RA,Dec) = (−780,350) mas from the396

core) were seen during the VHE events in 2005 and 2010, we397

did not find such a structural variation during the 2012 event.398

4.2. MWL Light Curves399

In Figure 2, we show a combined set of light curves of400

M 87 from radio to MeV/GeV γ-ray between MJD 55400 and401

MJD 56280. The vertical shaded area over the plots indicates402

a period between February 2012 and March 2012, where an403

elevated VHE state is reported by VERITAS (Beilicke et al.404

2012). For the LAT data, we show the light curves produced405

with 1-month and 2-month time bins (including 2σ upper lim-406

its for the 2-month time bins). For the SMA data, we plot a407

light curve of the total flux densities. For the EVN 5-GHz408

data, we show the light curves for both the HST-1 region (in-409

tegrated flux densities) and the core (peak flux densities when410

convolved by a 1.5-mas circular beam). In terms of the VERA411

data at 22/43 GHz, the light curves obtained by the Mode-A/B412

are combined into a single sequence. At each frequency, we413

provide both the integrated flux density and the peak flux den-414

sity when convolved with a 0.6-mas circular Gaussian beam.415

Additionally, we plot an evolution of the spectral index for the416

peak flux density between 22 and 43 GHz.417
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MWL light curves 	
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•  Remarkable flux increase (~70%) from 
the radio core (22/43GHz) 
coincidentally with the TeV event 

•  HST-1 remained quiescent 
•  LAT light curves - no significant 

enhancement, but a possible state 
change after the TeV event?   
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MWL light curves 	
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MWL light curves 	
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Radio flare at jet base	
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FIG. 4.— Normalized radio light curves of the M 87 core at 43 (peak 0.6
mas), 22 (peak 0.6 mas) and 5 GHz (peak 1.5 mas). The light curves at 43, 22
and 5 GHz are normalized to the flux values on MJD 55981, MJD 55981 and
MJD 55936, respectively. The vertical shaded area over the plots indicates a
period of the elevated VHE state reported by Beilicke et al. (2012)

range of the opening angle at the M 87 jet base (P.A.∼255◦–524

340◦; Junor et al. 1999; Hada et al. 2013).525

To be accurate, however, we should be cautious about the526

following additional position uncertainties. As described in527

Hada et al. (2011), the structure of the reference source M 84528

is elongated in the north-south direction. This may produce529

a core shift of M 84 itself in declination (although its amount530

should be less than 10 µas between 22 and 43 GHz; see Hada531

et al. 2011). Also, it is empirically suggested that astrometric532

measurements with VERA tend to leave slightly larger posi-533

tion errors in declination than in RA direction due to the resid-534

uals of zenith tropospheric delay estimations (e.g., Honma et535

al. 2007; Hirota et al. 2007). Thus, the actual position uncer-536

tainties of the M 87 core in declination could be somewhat537

larger than those adopted in Figure 5.538

Another concern is that the amount of the core shift ob-539

tained with VERA (∆x22−43, ∆y22−43) could be slightly larger540

than that of the true core shift, since the “radio core” defined541

by VERA, a beam size of which is typically ∼2–3 times larger542

than that of VLBA, would contain the more amount of the op-543

tically thin jet emission beyond the τssa(ν) ∼ 1 surface. Such544

a blending of the optically thin jet should be more signifi-545

cant at 22 GHz as hinted by the result that the core spectra546

obtained by VERA tend to be steeper than those of VLBA.547

Then, in order to estimate a potential (artificial) increase of548

the core position shift due to the blending of the optically-thin549

jet, we performed the following test; at 22 GHz, we convolved550

the M 87 structure by many different beam sizes with diam-551

eters ranging from 0.6, 0.8,...up to 2.4 mas in an incremen-552

tal step of 0.2 mas. Then, we plotted systematic changes of553

brightness-peak position (i.e., effective core position at each554

resolution) as a function of beam size. Using this plot, we555

found a progressive position shift of the brightness peak (to-556

ward the downstream side) to be (∼ 6,∼ 3) µas per 0.2 mas (in557

FIG. 5.— VERA astrometry of the M 87 core position at 22 and 43 GHz
with respect to the core position of M 84. A set of the cyan circles with the
error bars indicates the observed core positions at 22 GHz, while the other
data set with the magenta circles represents the core positions at 43 GHz. We
show all of the six epochs (2012 February 24, March 16, 21, April 5, 27 and
May 17) obtained by the Mode-A at each frequency. The error budget for
each data point includes the following terms; the peak-to-noise ratio of the
phase-referenced image of M 84, tropospheric residual, ionospheric residual
and geometrical errors. We also plot an weighted mean position of the core
over the six epochs as blue/red rectangles at 22/43 GHz, respectively. As
the coordinate origin of this plot, the nominal phase-tracking center for M 87
αJ2000 = 12h30m49.4233830s and δJ2000 = 12d23′28.043840′′ is used.

(x,y) directions) for a range of beam size from 0.6 to 2.4 mas.558

This implies that a core shift of (∼ 6,∼ 3)× 0.6 mas
0.2 mas = (∼ 18,∼559

9) µas can be artificially caused by the blending effect of the560

unresolved optically thin jet within a beam size of 0.6 mas.561

Therefore, we conclude that the true core shift of M 87562

should be a level of 40–50 µas in RA direction, while in dec-563

lination 80–90 µas is estimated with a slightly larger uncer-564

tainty. In terms of the RA component, a quite similar level565

of core shift is obtained in the previous measurements with566

VLBA (∼30 µas between 22 and 43 GHz; Hada et al. 2011).567

In principle, our multi-epoch astrometry allows us to inves-568

tigate a time evolution of the core positions, which is partic-569

ularly interesting during a radio flaring stage. However, the570

observed small position changes relative to the errors make a571

reliable examination difficult among individual epochs. Con-572

servatively, in the this paper we can say that the core position573

is stable within a scale of 0.3 mas during the radio flare.574

5. DISCUSSION575

5.1. The location of the 2012 VHE activity576

The location and the origin of the γ-ray emission up to577

VHE from M 87 have been under active debate over the re-578

cent years. In the 2005 episode, the VHE flare was accompa-579

nied by radio-to-X-ray flares from HST-1 (Harris et al. 2006)580

with the ejections of the superluminal radio features (Cheung581

et al. 2007), leading to a scenario that the VHE emission orig-582

inates in HST-1 (Stawarz et al. 2006; Cheung et al. 2007; Har-583

ris et al. 2008, 2009). In contrast, the contemporaneous flux584

increases at VHE, the X-ray core and the 43-GHz core dur-585

ing the 2008 episode suggest that the VHE flare originates in586
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FIG. 4.— Normalized radio light curves of the M 87 core at 43 (peak 0.6
mas), 22 (peak 0.6 mas) and 5 GHz (peak 1.5 mas). The light curves at 43, 22
and 5 GHz are normalized to the flux values on MJD 55981, MJD 55981 and
MJD 55936, respectively. The vertical shaded area over the plots indicates a
period of the elevated VHE state reported by Beilicke et al. (2012)
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9) µas can be artificially caused by the blending effect of the560
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22G 
core 

43G 
core 

Radio core light curves 
Core positions on the sky  

with VERA 22/43G astrometry	

•  Frequency-dependent flare evolution (time-lag, amplitude) 
•  Detection of “core-shift” during the radio flare 
•  The active event originates in an optically-thick region at these 

radio frequencies 	



•  Core/TeV joint enhancement 
•  ~70% rise of radio flux is very rare in 

M87 core (only seen in the 2008 event) 
•  Quiescent HST-1 (flux&structure) 

–  favor the 2012 TeV event originates in 
the jet base (within ~0.03pc or ~56Rs) 

•  Spine-sheath structure is often favored in 
M87 sub-pc jet, but this scenario does not 
necessarily expect radio/TeV joint flares 

•  2008/2012 cases may imply that the radio/
TeV regions are spatially not separated  
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The location of the 2012 event	

TeV  
from sheath	

Radio 
from spine	

0.4mas/0.03pc/56Rs	



Project upgrade:  
Jet base monitor with VERA+KVN joint array	

•  Dramatic improvement of image quality 
•  Better constraint on the mas-scale properties of the jet base region 

VERA only	

VERA+KVN (KaVA)	



Summary	
•  We reported a multi-band radio and MeV/GeV study using 

VERA, EVN and LAT during the elevated VHE gamma-ray 
state in 2012	

•  We detected a remarkable flux increase from the radio core at 
the jet base coincidentally with the TeV enhancement, while 
HST-1 was quiescent. These results favors that the TeV event 
in 2012 originates in the core near the central engine (similar to 
the case in 2008) 

•  The LAT light curves did not show any significant flux 
enhancement during the period of the TeV activity, but could 
show a possible state change after the TeV period (although 
the statistics are still low) 


